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The LSAT is the only test accepted by every law school in the U.S. and Canada. 
The reason is clear: The LSAT is the only test specifically designed to assess the skills  
needed for success in law school and beyond — namely, logical reasoning, critical  
reading, analytical reasoning, and writing skills. Other tests created for different  
purposes measure different skills.

Research consistently shows that the LSAT is the single best predictor of law school  
success — even better than undergraduate GPA. When you take the LSAT, you know  
you’re getting an accurate, unbiased assessment of your ability to succeed in law school. 

Law schools have a long history of considering LSAT scores as part of their overall  
admission decision-making processes. In 2021, more than 98% of incoming law  
students used the LSAT as part of their application. Individuals who are serious about  
law school take the LSAT.

LSAC is committed to access and equity for all test takers, providing a wide range of testing 
accommodations for individuals with disabilities, fee waivers for test takers who qualify, and 
loaner devices, internet access, and a quiet place to test for anyone requiring such assistance  
in order to test. 

For information on upcoming test dates and registration deadlines, visit LSAC.org/LSATDates.

Taking the LSAT 
A Test You Can Trust

Applying to law school requires planning. LSAC is here to guide you 
every step of the way as you take the LSAT®, prepare, apply, and choose 
a law school.
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LSAC LawHub

A career in law is a lifelong journey of continuous learning, and LSAC LawHub is with you every 
step of the way. A free LawHub account gives you access to official LSAT preparation tools as 
well as educational programming, including Law School Unmasked and Law School Success, 
designed to equip you with the information you need to pursue your academic and professional 
goals — in one dedicated destination to support you from prelaw through practice.

Discover how LSAC LawHub can help you navigate your legal  
education journey, from prelaw through practice.  
Create an account at LSAC.org/LawHub.

Khan Academy

Since 2018, LSAC has collaborated with Khan Academy to offer free, personalized LSAT prep 
materials including interactive lessons, timed practice tests, and more. Up to 75,000 students 
use these resources every month. Sign up at khanacademy.org/prep/lsat.

Other Test Prep Resources

LSAC offers a variety of Official LSAT preparation books and eBooks, available through well-
known online booksellers, featuring real test questions, explanations, and advice straight from 
our team of LSAT item writers. We also provide on our website a comprehensive list of test prep 
companies that have licensed Official LSAT content.

Apply for an LSAC Fee Waiver

Our fee waiver program is designed for law school candidates who are financially under-
resourced, with the goal of increasing equity and access to legal education. This program is 
part of our mission to reduce barriers for law school applicants. To learn more about our fee 
waiver program, including eligibility and how to apply, visit LSAC.org/FeeWaiver.

Prepare to Succeed 
LSAC LawHub® and Other Tools for Success

LSAC.org
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Attend an LSAC Law School ForumSM 

LSAC Law School Forums enable you to interact directly with law school representatives 
from across North America — all in one place — while learning about the admission process, 
financial aid, and more. Offered in select U.S. and Canadian cities and online, these free events 
will help you get answers to your questions as you search for the law school that fits your needs 
and career aspirations.

To learn more about the LSAC Law School Forums,  
visit LSAC.org/LawSchoolForums.

LSAC.org

Simplifying the Application Process 
Services Designed with You in Mind
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The Legal Profession Needs Everyone’s Voice 
Why Diversity, Equity, and Inclusion Matter

Our legal system must serve everyone in our society, and the only way that’s possible is if 
the system is as diverse as the communities it serves. LSAC is a not-for-profit organization 
whose mission is to advance law and justice by encouraging diverse, talented individuals 
to study law and by supporting their enrollment and learning journeys from prelaw through 
practice. Our products and services are geared toward expanding and diversifying the 
range of prelaw students, enhancing student outcomes in law school, and supporting legal 
professionals throughout their careers.

To learn more about LSAC’s mission and history,  
visit LSAC.org/History.

LSAC.org
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Connect With Us

About Us

LSAC’s mission is to advance law and justice by encouraging diverse,  
talented individuals to study law and by supporting their enrollment  
and learning journeys from prelaw through practice.

@LawSchoolAdmissionCouncil

@LSAC_Official

@official_lsac

Law School Admission Council

Law School Admission Council

Contact Us 

LSAC is here to answer your questions. 
P: 855.384.2253 Email: LSACinfo@LSAC.org 

Law School Admission Council
662 Penn Street
Newtown PA 18940 USA

LSAC.org/Canada

https://www.facebook.com/LawSchoolAdmissionCouncil/
https://twitter.com/lsac_official
https://www.instagram.com/official_lsac/?hl=en
https://www.linkedin.com/company/law-school-admission-council/
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCxxLeUmRptDbVyUCzlh8waw
https://www.lsac.org/Canada
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